Treasure Box Mini
By Jim R. Hankins
The Gentleman Crafter

Supplies:
1 Sheet of 12 x 12 chipboard
6 sheets of patter paper (I used Graphic 45 Transatlantique Collection, Bon Voyage for the drawer and Timely Point
of View for the box)
Scor-Tape
Wet Glue
Brads
Tim Holtz Post
Embellishment

Cut the following from Chipboard:
Box -

 Cut two 1. 75 x 4.75 (sides)
 Cut two 3.25 x 4.75 (top and bottom)
 Cut One 1.75 x 3.25 (back)
Drawer 1- 31/8 x 45/8 drawer bottom
 2- 1.5 x 4 5/8 drawer sides


2- 1.5 x 3 1/8 Back and Front

Starting with the drawer



Lay your fist pattern paper face down, find and mark the bottom center
Find and mark the center of on one 4 5/8 (the longer piece) chipboard drawer piece
Glue your first piece 1/2 inch from the bottom



Space the pieces about an 1/8 inch apart. I use my Tim Holtz ruler. It’s about the thickness I’m looking for.
Glue the rest of the drawer chipboard pieces to your pattern paper.




Cut around the chipboard pieces leaving 1/2 inch all the way around
Apply Scor- tape all the way around each chipboard piece
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Cut a 6.25 x 7.75 piece of the same pattern paper for the inside of the drawer (inside cover paper )
Cut out all four corners at 1.5 x 1.5



Tape/glue down inside layer on top of the drawer piece




Miter all corners leaving about an 1/8 inch from the corner. Once again I use my Tim Holtz ruler for this
Cut into each inside corner to the chipboard



Score tape at the top of each flap
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On the longer side of each piece, cut off tab
Remove Scor- tape and tape down top tabs
Scor-tape the remaining tabs from the inside





Gently fold up each of the sides being careful not to crack the paper
Start forming the drawer and tape down each side making sure your top corner are inline
If you want to distress the box with ink now’s the time

The Box






Using one 12x12 sheet of pattern paper, mark off 1/2 inch in at the bottom edge and then again on one
side of the paper
Scor-tape your first (1.75 x 4.75 )piece down on one marked corner
Using your Tim Holtz ruler thickness , tape down the rest of the pieces as shown
Side piece, bottom piece, side piece, top piece then apply the back piece above the bottom piece as
shown

Cut .5 inch around the entire piece and apply scor-tape




Cut a paper at 6 .75 x 10 3/8 to line the inside of the box
At the top of the 10 3/8 edge, cut a 1 7/8 x 2 square and then cut a 5.25 x 2 inch piece to match the
chipboard layout



Remove the Scor- tape from the box piece and tape down the lining paper to it

Just like with the drawer, using the Tim Holtz ruler do the following:



Miter, mark and cut out each corner
Cut in each inside corner as you did with the drawer



Apply Scor-tape to 3 sides just like what is shown below then tape each flap down



Apply Scor-tape to the remaining four tabs from the inside




Gently start shaping your box
Pulling off side A score tape… tape down the tab to form box or at this point a tube





Pull off the tape to the other three tabs
The back panel should fix inside of the box frame
Tape down all three sides to the box frame




Reinforce your folds and burnish the sides
Next turn the box upside down, This is where all the tabs are and add feet if you would like. For this
particular box I used the 7 Gypsies reinforcers

I also wanted to make the box stand up higher so I did the following:


Place 4 large pearls in a zip-lock bag




Add a few drops of alcohol ink and “swish” around making sure the ink covers all the pearls, let dry
Add one pearl to each foot using Glossy Accents

There…That’s done now for the mini….
The Mini Album


For the front and back covers I cut two 3 x 3.75 pieces of chipboard
Cover both pieces with pattern paper front and back and sand edges. Distress all edges with ink

Mini PagesI made envelopes for the pages from two contrasting pieces of pattern paper.

For the Envelope Pages…





Cut six pieces of pattern paper to 6 x3.5
Score all six along the long edge at 2 inches and then at 4.75
Reinforce fold with bone folder
Apply Scor -Tape on the inside of the 2 inch (wider side) side for each (do not pull the backing off yet!)



Pierce a hole in one “envelope” in the center panel, the one between both score marks at 1. 75 from top
and 2. 5/8 from the left score mark
Using that as a guide, punch the rest of the envelopes
Add your swing brad to each center pierced hole







Using wet glue, glue the inside bottom of the longest side to form the bottom of your envelope
Now pull off the Scor-tape and tape down forming an envelope while also closing up the bottom where
you applied the wet glue.

The Envelope Top Flap






Cut six 2 x 25/8 Envelope tops
Using a decorative corner chomper, chop the top front corners. I used the scallop chomper
Next Score them at .5 inch at the other end
Reinforce the fold with your bone folder
Apply tape between the edge and the .5 inch score mark




Pull off Scor-tape
Open envelop and tape down envelope flap to the back inside of the envelope Done! Do this to all six.

Binding-

Use whatever binding method you like. I used my Cinch for the Treasure Box and the measurements are designed
for using a 1 inch wire. If you have a Cinch or another binder do the following:



With your Cinch punch holes at the top of your covers
With the envelope, make sure you come over to the right an 1/8 inch





Make sure you add each peice in the correct order… keeping the “ugly” part of the wire on the back
of the mini
The order should be the pages, then the front cover, then the back cover
Now crimp the binding wire and Voila!!!!



Your box is completed… now you just need to add your own bling!!!

